
Improving Reformer Performance 
via Optimized Fan Systems
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Presentation Notes
Good morning/afternoon,My name is Sergio Di Vincenzo and I am Sales Director at Boldrocchi in our Fans division. I specialize in the Oil & Gas/Petrochemical and Fertilizer industries. I will be talking to you about how Optimized fan systems can greatly improve reformer performance.
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ABOUT BOLDROCCHI Before I dive into how to improve reformer performance with optimized fan systems, let me tell you a little more about Boldrocchi.  Boldrocchi is an international engineering and manufacturing firm founded in 1909 with products in over 140 countries and offices in eight, including our headquarters near Milan, Italy.  The company remains family-owned and operated and the Boldrocchi family continues to put quality and customers first.



Fans, blowers & compressors

Coolers & heat exchangers

Particulate matter removal & 
flue gas treatment 

Noise protection/silencers

Heavy-duty process dampers

Service & retrofits 

Our Portfolio for O&G

We offer integrated solutions. 
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BOLDROCCHI’S EXPERTISE IN O&G Boldrocchi’s offering to oil & gas is diverse and we have hundreds of petroleum projects worldwide to prove it.  We provide the petrochemical industry with: fans, blowers, compressors, heat exchangers, coolers, environmental solutions (particulate matter removal & flue gas treatment), noise protection/silencers, heavy-duty process dampers as well as service & retrofits. We offer integrated solutions, offering a single point of contact to end-users and EPC contractors alike, as we also do:The technical coordination and engineering of all main system components, including the mechanical, instrumentation, acoustic, electrical and piping. 



Applications
Hydrogen reformers

Sulfur recovery

Ethylene cracking furnaces

Catalyst cracking reduction 
(CCR units)

LNG

Gas treatment units

Hydrocracking

Gas sweetening and acid 
gas removal 

Tri ethylene glycol (TEG) 
regeneration

Our Expertise in O&G
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Boldrocchi offers particular expertise in process packages for hydrogen reformers, sulfur recovery, ethylene cracking furnaces, catalyst cracking reduction (CCR) and for gas treatment units, among others.ApplicationsHydrogen reformersSulfur recoveryEthylene cracking furnacesCatalyst cracking reduction (CCR units)LNGGas treatment unitsHydrocracking�Gas sweetening and acid gas removal �Tri ethylene glycol (TEG) regeneration



110 years experience

Installed power ≤ 10 MW 

Completely customized design

Manufactured in-house

Tested in-house

Largest fan test room capability 
in Europe

Fan innovators & experts
since 1909. 

Designed to conform with: Shell, ExxonMobil, Saudi Aramco, KBR, Technip, Haldor
Topsoe Air Liquide, Air Products and others.

Our Expertise in Fans
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OUR EXPERTISE IN FANS As this presentation focuses on the importance of fan packages to improve the performance of the reformer process, I feel it’s important to highlight why we are a reference in the matter. Boldrocchi began as a centrifugal fan company. With nearly 110 years of experience, Boldrocchi is the oldest and most experienced fan manufacturer in the world. The company is a worldwide leader in the production of tailor-made industrial heavy-duty fans with installed power of up to 10 MW (13,000 hp).  Our expert team will design the optimal combination of materials, blade design, impeller size, etc., so that your objectives are met or surpassed. Since we already spoke about certifications on slide 5, can we remove this? We design our fans to conform with the stringent end-user licensor or end-user specifications from Shell, ExxonMobil, Saudi Aramco, KBR, Technip, Haldor Topsoe Air Liquide and Air Products, among others, with state-of-the-art computer-based tools (CAD, FEM, etc.). Core parts are manufactured in-house in our modern and efficient factories.  We also do all fan testing in-house, careful to ensure proper settings and reliable operation. This testing is a crucial step on such highly engineered applications as fan packages for reformers. With the largest fan test room capability in Europe, we offer non-destructive, performance, thermal, acoustic, pressure, hot gas, shock tests and more. Boldrocchi is in fact equipped with one of the largest test stands in the world, capable of testing fans up to 5 MW. Our testing centres are always open to clients. We generally preassemble our packages in our workshop to ensure proper alignment ahead of the final installation on-site.  



Fans

Blowers

Silencers

Air intake systems with 
eventual filtering systems 

Air preheaters

Dampers

Motors & variable speed drive 
systems

Steam turbine systems

Lube oil units 

Fan Packages:
Critical Elements of the Reformer Process
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FANS: CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF THE REFORMER PROCESS Fans play critical roles in the reformer process and the packages around them are, perhaps surprisingly, complex. Some of these systems are so complicated that they can nearly be considered small plants on to themselves.  Fan packages for the reformer process often include all, or a combination of the following: FansBlowersSilencersAir intake systems with eventual filtering systems (from simple mesh screens to adding a sand separator static filtration stage for combustion air fans)Air preheatersDampersMotors and variable speed drive systemsSteam turbine systemsLube oil units 



Splitting supply chain leads to 
overdesigning:

CAPEX
Each supplier takes a margin
Cost of each piece increases

If each supplier adds 10% margin
Δ between actual vs. real 
operating parameters = too 
large 

One supplier can find ways to 
save CAPEX

Importance of Integrated Design

CAPEX

PERFORMANCE
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Fans not only ensure the processes function, but well-engineered and manufactured fan “machinery trains” (all process equipment around fans) offer several benefits:They increase capacity They lower energy consumptionHiring one supplier for the entire integrated system offers many advantages as well, both in terms of production efficiency and CAPEX. When the supply chain is split, overdesigning occurs: each supplier overdesigns each piece to ensure performance. This overdesign has two consequences: 1) CAPEX increases because a) each supplier takes a margin, and b) each piece is overdesigned, increasing its cost; 2) While some overdesign is good practice, when every supplier adds a 10% margin in pressure or flow capacity to “be safe”, the difference between the actual operating parameters and the designed parameters often becomes too large and the machinery therefore no longer performs correctly – or at least optimally. Similarly, one supplier for an integrated system can find ways to save CAPEX and space by balancing the design of each piece so that they work well together without being overdesigned



Fan Systems
in the Reformer Process

A forced draft fan: 
combustion air to the burners

An induced draft fan: extracts 
exhaust flue gases from 
reformer chamber 
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FAN SYSTEMS IN THE REFORMER PROCESS  In the reformer process, two main process fans are involved: A forced draft fan that provides combustion air to the burnersAnd an induced draft fan system that extracts exhaust flue gases from the reformer chamber  The main difference between the two, in terms of configuration, is the air intake, which is only present on the forced draft fan. This complete air intake system includes a customized inlet silencer to ensure targeted noise reduction. 



Design - API 560 or API 673 

Rotor dynamics analysis 
Limits radial vibration

Finite element analysis
Optimizes weight & load

Torsional analysis  
Limits torsional vibration

Complexity of
Fan Systems Design
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FAN SYSTEMS DESIGN We’ve established that designing these fans is complex. I’ll now discuss what is involved in the engineering process: Fans are designed according to demanding API 560 or API 673 requirements for special purpose units to assure maximum reliability.  To design these fan systems, we perform a rotor dynamics analysis on the complete train to predict critical speeds and provide a basis for solutions to reduce vibration. It is crucial to limit vibration as any vibration can cause major damage to equipment and production losses. This involves significant engineering and it’s crucial it be done properly to ensure optimal performance and reliability.  On all critical units, a finite element analysis is performed on the impeller. This optimizes its weight and load capacity based on the stress levels required by operating peripheral speed – in layman’s terms meaning its weight and load capacity are determined by the fan’s requirements. On variable speed applications, performing a torsional analysis is also a crucial design step to ensure the proper engineering of the complete train including the driver system. Indeed, torsional vibration problems in rotating machinery can be challenging to identify. Unlike radial vibration which can be easily identified, torsional vibration is more difficult to predict because it involves the twisting of shafts induced by driver torque not only in amplitude but also in terms of excitation frequencies. 



Measurement requires 
special devices & many 
companies don’t bother

We developed software 
programs internally to 
perform torsional analysis

Use Holzer calculation 
method
System’s operation logic 
verified and set to avoid 
operation near critical 
speeds

Importance of Identifying Torsional Forces on 
Variable Speed Systems
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Common problems Torsional forces and excitation frequencies can usually only be measured using special devices – for example strain gauges or torsional lasers. Many companies do not investigate these possible issues deeply enough, meaning failures due to torsional problems are often not clearly identified. It also means fatigue failures of rotating components, such as couplings and clutches, are common issues in such systems. These issues lead to more required maintenance and therefore downtime. Boldrocchi’s solution At Boldrocchi, in particular for such complex machinery trains, all components are specifically designed to avoid train torsional frequencies in various operating conditions.  Boldrocchi uses a set of software programs for rotor dynamics developed internally with the University of Milan.  The Holzer calculation method is used for the torsional analysis. This calculation elaborates the stiffness and moment inertia of the steam turbine, the clutches, the fan and the electric motor to determine torsional natural frequencies of the complete unit.  The above calculation is then reused several times using various combinations of couplings’ stiffness until a satisfactory combination is reached (allowing all operating speed ranges required by the process).  The operation logic of the entire system, including the combined regulation by speed variation and damper control, are then verified and set to avoid operation near critical speeds.



Can optimize plant efficiency
production 
energy

We’ve designed more than 
any other company 

Double-regulation now 
possible for hydrogen 
reformers thanks to VFDs

Benefits of Fan Driver Double-Regulation Systems
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FAN DRIVER DOUBLE-REGULATION SYSTEMS – HYDROGEN REFORMERS The regulation of these fans has a very important role to play: if done right, they can optimize plant efficiency by allowing anticipated production while saving energy costs.  Boldrocchi is a fervent believer in a double regulation system. We’ve likely designed double-regulation systems for more ammonia, urea and methanol reformers around the world than any other company in the past 20 years.  Double-regulation allows operators to reduce fan speed at low plant loads, reducing energy consumption. The fans in hydrogen reformers are generally motor-driven units with only damper control, as steam is not usually available, and so double-regulation systems (especially for large units) were not possible until recently.  Indeed, a new trend is forming to obtain higher operating efficiencies and power savings at reduced loads: using variable frequency drives. This wasn’t possible before because the reliability and technology of frequency converter systems was not good enough. Recently, the quality of VFDs has dramatically improved for large ratings allowing this to be an effective option.  



Regulating fan speed via 
VFD 
Damper

Flow rate
Combustion chamber 
pressure

Advantages of Double Regulation using VFDs in 
Hydrogen Reformers

CAPEX

OPEX

Operational 
Flexibility
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How it works:In order to save energy, we regulate the fans with a combination of fan speed regulation via the VFD and damper control. This double regulation allows the plant to save energy while ensuring critical speeds are never reached provided of course, that the right design has been established during the engineering phase. Smaller process variations can then be fine-tuned by controlling a damper with an automatic set of continuous critical process parameters. These critical process parameters are normally: flow rate for combustion air fans, and combustion chamber pressure for flue gas fans.   When speaking money, VFDs do require more CAPEX than systems with lesser technologies: variable frequency drives require additional analysis and expertise, not only from electrical disciplines but also from a mechanical design point-of-view, as just discussed. However, operating costs decrease with variable frequency drives thanks to energy savings and customers have been willing to spend a little more upfront to benefit from a decrease in OPEX and a gain in operational flexibility. 



Usually 2 drivers for 
reliability

Steam turbine = main 
driver
Electric motor = 
backup

2 clutches used to 
engage/disengage idle 
driver

Double regulation: 
reducing steam turbine 
driver speed to reduce 
consumption

Advantages of Double-Regulation using Steam 
Turbines (Ammonia & Methanol Plants)
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Advantages of double regulation using steam turbines in Ammonia & Methanol reformers for fertilizer plantsThe forced and induced draft fans of the reformers in fertilizer plants are usually equipped with two drivers in order to increase plant reliability.  A steam turbine acts as the main driver, as steam is generally available. Steam turbine drivers are also designed according to API standards. An electric motor is used as a backup driver for plant start-up when steam may not be available as well as in case of a turbine shutdown in order to safeguard the process and avoid any sudden plant shutdowns.  To avoid both drivers working at the same time, two clutches – one on each fan shaft end – are used to engage and disengage the idle driver automatically.  When a failure in the steam turbine occurs, the electric motor starts at no load and engages the decelerating fan as fast as possible to reduce process fluctuations. The double regulation principle is achieved here by reducing the speed of the steam turbine driver, obtaining reduced steam consumption.  Additional effort is put into designing the specific control scheme for the switchover (in case the main driver is unavailable) jointly with the end-user to avoid major impacts on the process in case of any overhaul of the operating driver. 



We have expertise to perform:
Detailed engineering
Definition of system
Installation of system

Tailoring driver = essential for 
high quality, reliable product

We design:
Instrumentation philosophy
Cabinets
Transmission couplings

Benefits of Customizing the Driver System
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CUSTOMIZING THE DRIVER SYSTEM Boldrocchi purchases the basic driver system, whether a VFD or a steam turbine and governor system from major sub-suppliers. However, our team has the expertise to perform the required detailed engineering and carefully defining and installing the system with the end user. We, at Boldrocchi, have seen that tailoring the driver to the customer’s specific process requirements in partnership with the customer’s engineers is essential for a high quality, reliable product.  Boldrocchi engineers therefore design the instrumentation philosophy, the cabinets and the transmission couplings between the fans and the drivers.   



Sleeve bearings on fans 
need fresh oil via lube oil 
system

Ensure reliability 
Reduced maintenance

Designed to API 614

Importance of Bearings & Lube Oil Systems
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BEARINGS AND LUBE OIL SYSTEMS  The hydrodynamic bearings (sleeve bearing type) on fans for large hydrogen reformer units, such as these fans that we did for the Tuapse refinery in Russia (some of the largest fans for reformer units in the world), need to be fed fresh oil via a lube oil system. These assure the reliability of the package and reduced maintenance intervals. This system also plays a role in determining operational speed. The oil is pressurized by a main oil pump. An auxiliary standby pump is used to ensure reliable backup.  The lube oil system is designed according to API 614. 



We design customized local 
instrumentation module

We supply complete machine 
monitoring solutions

Vibration
Temperature
Speed
Communicates with plant’s 
main control system

Importance of Monitoring 
the System
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MONITORING THE SYSTEM The monitoring system is of course highly important as well. Boldrocchi often designs a customized local instrumentation module that sends alarm and trip signals in case of oil pressure loss, temperature hikes or low levels.  Boldrocchi takes care of supplying complete machine monitoring solutions, which we do outsource. These systems monitor the vibration, temperature and speed of Boldrocchi’s fan systems and communicates with the plant’s main control system. 



Hydrogen Reformer Island
Forced draft fan, 1300 kW

Intake system:
Flowmeter
Silencer
Exhaust fumes bypass 
connection
Lube oil unit

Induced draft fan, 3200 kW
Discharge silencer
Lube oil unit

Rosneft Tuapse Refinery, Russia
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The Tuapse Refinery, in Krasnodar Krai, is the only Russian refinery located on the Black Sea coast, and it is also one of the oldest: it was put into operation in 1929. The refinery has been undergoing a significant modernization project that Rosneft says will increase their oil refining depth from 54% to 98.7%. It will also reportedly increase their refining capacity from 5 million tonnes (37 million barrels) per year to 12 million tonnes (88 million barrels) per year.Boldrocchi was awarded the contract for the complete fan packages for their hydrogen reformer island.This included:A forced draft fan rating 1300 kW with a complete air intake system. This included a flow meter silencer, exhaust fumes bypass connection and a lube oil unitAn induced draft fan, rating 3200 kW, with a discharge silencer and a lube oil unit  Challenges? Of interest in this case study? 



Hydrogen Reformer
Induced draft fan, 700 kW

Complete machinery 
train

Special construction on 
spring isolators to 
mounting atop reformer 
steel structure

Lukoil, Bourgas, Bulgaria
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Although Lukoil started operating in Bulgaria in 1999, the company’s been investing in Bulgaria's renewable power generation since 2011. The photovoltaic power plant (PPP) in the vicinity of Burgas was the company's first alternative energy project. Boldrocchi was hired by EPC contractor Technip to provide the fan systems for its hydrogen reformer.Boldrocchi designed, manufactured and tested the combustion air and flue gas fan and its system for this project.It involved a 700 kW induced draft fan and the fan machinery train. What was most interesting about this project was its special construction on spring isolators. The entire system had to be designed to be mounted on top of the reformer’s steel structure



Banggai Ammonia Project, Indonesia

Fan Systems for Steam 
Reforming

Forced draft fan, burners 
0.53 MW

Induced draft fan, exhaust 
fumes 1.1 MW

Steam turbine system (API 
611 @ 4500 rpm)

Silencer

Damper

Bearings
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Reformers for the fertilizer industry have many similarities. The Banggai Ammonia Project for Panca Amara Utama (PAU) in Banggai Regency, Central Sulawesi saw a new ammonia plant built with a capacity of 1900 MTPD. Erection was completed in the second half of 2017 and the project was commissioned just X weeks ago.  Boldrocchi was contracted by primary contractor PT Rekayasa Industri in November 2016 to engineer, manufacture and test the complex fan systems for the steam reforming process. This included:Forced draft fan - burners rated 0.53 MWInduced draft fan - exhaust fumes rated 1.1 MWsingle-stage backpressure steam turbine, API 611 @ 4500 rpm with external gear reducer connected to the fan shaft, API 677SilencerDamperBearings



Engro Fertilizer Plant, Pakistan

Methanol Steam 
Reformer

Flue gas fan 
package, 3800 kW

Double regulation 
drive

Steam turbine 
with gearbox
Electric motor 
with VFD

Lube oil system
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With this expansion project, Engro’s Fertilizer Plant in Daharki became the world’s largest single train ammonia-urea plant.The plant has a production capacity of 1.3 million tons per annum. The project is a state of the art structure and is the most energy efficient fertilizer plant in the country with the lowest consumption of gas per ton of urea.Boldrocchi was awarded a contract by EPC contractor Saipem to engineer, manufacture and test:A flue gas fan package rated 3800 kW.This included:A double regulation drive Steam turbine with gearboxElectric motor with VFDLube oil system. 



Incitec Pivot’s New Dyno 
Nobel Ammonia plant, in 
Louisiana

Combustion air and flue 
gas fan

Steam turbine driver

Iowa & Louisiana Ammonia 
Plants, USA

Iowa Fertilizer Company’s 
new plant in Wever

Combustion air and flue 
gas fan

Steam turbine driver

Back-up motor
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Although Lukoil started operating in Bulgaria in 1999, the company’s been investing in Bulgaria's renewable power generation since 2011. The photovoltaic power plant (PPP) in the vicinity of Burgas was the company's first alternative energy project. Boldrocchi was hired by EPC contractor Technip to provide the fan systems for its hydrogen reformer.Boldrocchi designed, manufactured and tested the combustion air and flue gas fan and its system for this project.It involved a 700 kW induced draft fan and the fan machinery train. What was most interesting about this project was its special construction on spring isolators. The entire system had to be designed to be mounted on top of the reformer’s steel structure



Fan systems crucial & complex

Customized systems ensure 
reformer quality and reliability

One supplier for entire system 
important:

Avoids overdesign
Ensures all pieces in 
perfect coordination
Reduces CAPEX
Improves reformer 
performance

Fan Systems Crucial to
Reformer Performance
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CONCLUSION Fan systems in the steam reforming process are crucial yet complex components that can make or break the plant’s achievement of targeted performance goals. They may be a relatively small part of the transformation process, but effective reforming goes a long way towards hitting objectives…  and the fan systems have a lot to do with it.  Customized fan systems are the ideal solution to ensure the quality and reliability of a reformer. In-house testing is also critical to ensure top quality systems and reduce commissioning times. But over the years, we have seen that a single point of responsibility for the complete machinery train up to main process interface is also vital for the overall performance of the unit. The interconnected design of an entire system avoids overdesigning several machines. As discussed, it is not only important to customize each fan system and many of the components, but it is also important to ensure the best efficiency point for the system (the perfect coordination of all pieces in a system). You must also have the same engineers do the mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and process systems, to ensure the proper coordination and optimized functioning of the various aspects of a fan machinery train. Integrated design lowers CAPEX for the client:It avoids several suppliers each taking marginsIt allows the supplier to find CAPEX savings by balancing one piece with anotherFinally, it improves reformer performance, by being efficient, reliable and designed to attain production goals. 



Thank you.
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Good morning/afternoon,My name is Sergio Di Vincenzo and I am Sales Director at Boldrocchi in our Fans division. I specialize in the Oil & Gas/Petrochemical and Fertilizer industries. I will be talking to you about how Optimized fan systems can greatly improve reformer performance.



ANNEX
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